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Abstract

This paper aims to present an analysis of the system of negation in
Early Classical Syriac. According to the analysis suggested here, Syriac
uses different negation morphemes for different types of predicates
and for different types of syntactical structures. The morpheme la ne-
gates predicates whose person component is inside them, called in-
herent predicates. The morpheme la hwa negates predicates which
need an external mark of person in order to constitute nexus (the
connection between the subject and the predicate), called non-inher-
ent predicates. The morphemes la hwa and law form negative cleft
sentences in sentences with both predicates. The position of ’it and its
negations in this system will also be discussed. The system of nega-
tion morphemes and syntagms will be shown to exhibit clearly the
differences between the two types of predicates, much more than
their affirmative counterparts.

1 Introduction

The question of negation as a linguistic phenomenon is one that
puzzles linguists of all schools. The current paper does not aim to re-
solve all the theoretical problems associated with negation, but more
specifically attempts to analyse some of the synchronic syntactical as-
pects of negation in fourth-century Syriac.1 In the following pages,
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1 There is no doubt a risk in dealing with fourth-century texts, since their vocali-
zation was added later after their composition. However, if we choose to ignore all
vocalizations of early texts, a large portion of the studies done on Biblical Hebrew,
Arabic and Aramaic will be rendered inadmissible. Admittedly, one should be very
careful in assessing the texts, but ignoring vocalization altogether would perhaps be
unwise. See, however, footnote 37 for a possible solution to some of the problems.
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only patterns with the morpheme la and negation morphemes of
which la is a constituent will be dealt with, not verbs, adverbs or
structures that imply negation without actually using a negative mor-
pheme (like the verb ‘deny’ in English or the adverb ‘kaum’ in Ger-
man).2

In principle, negation can apply to any member of the sentence.
Nevertheless, many linguists have described it as a phenomenon
typical of the verb, because the verb is seen as a natural rheme;3 how-
ever, the rheme in a negative sentence and other constructions is not
necessarily the verb, as we will see below.4 Sometimes it is not clear
what part of the sentence is being negated, whether because of the
morphology,5 or because the structure is neutral.6 However, rather
often the negative sentence presents subtleties that are harder to ex-
press in an affirmative sentence, as we believe is the case of Syriac.

2 Predication

As is evident from Goldenberg (1983), the Syriac gender-person-
number enclitic inflection is an attribute of the predicate. It is espe-
cially clear with the participles. As predicates, they are marked syn-

2 My corpus includes the following texts: Aph. — Aphrahat, Demonstrations
(Parisot 1894); Eph.–Gen. — Ephrem, Commentary on Genesis (Tonneau 1955);
Eph. Dia. — Ephraim, Commentary on the Diatessaron (Leloir 1963); Bardesanes
— Bardesanes, The Book of the Laws of the Countries (Drijvers 1965; Nau 1907);
John Ap. — John of Apamea (Brock 1979); Lib. Grad. — The Book of Steps
(Kmosko 1894); Simon — Simon Bar-∑aba¨e (Kmosko 1894); Judas Thomas
(Wright 1871). The current paper, naturally, does not include examples from all
texts used for the original research.

3 Other common terms for the same entities are topic-comment.
4 Seiler (1952: 82–3): ‘Was man nun einzelsprachlich in den verschiedenen

Sätzen beobachtet, die eine Negation enthalten, ist nichts anders als ein Tauziehen
zwischen dem Prädikat (Verb) und den Einzelelementen (Nomina) um die Nega-
tion. Wir wollen gleich beifügen, dass dieser Kampf meistens zu Gunsten des Verbs
entschieden wird. Ganz allgemein sind wir der Auffassung, dass die Negation
primär immer Satznegation ist; die Wortnegation ist… etwas Sekundärs und läuft
dem Wesen der Negation streng genommen zuwider’. Dahl (1979: 97) states: ‘The
only thing that seems universal about Neg[ation] from a syntactic point of view is
that it operates on sentences (or maybe verb phrases) to yield new sentences (or
verb phrases)’. Jespersen also talks about the attraction of the negation to the verb
in his discussion of nexus negation: ‘When a nexus is negatived, the negative ad-
verb is generally attracted to the verb…’ (1924: 329). See also Jespersen (1954: Vol.
V, 426) and Moorhouse (1959: 1–6) with similar comments.

5 For example, the verb in most of the ancient Semitic languages contains the
person marker, which cannot be morphologically separated from it.

6 For example, in the English sentence I don’t eat apples it is not clear which
constituent is negated without specific use of intonation.
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thetically with nominal inflection (gender-number) in their base and
analytically with verbal inflection (gender-number-person) with clitic
pronouns. Participles and, by analogy, most adjectives, are special
kinds of predicates; these are forms whose predicativeness is embed-
ded in them, inherent to them, and they need no special external
marks (i.e. a person marker) to clarify that they are the predicates in
the sentence.7 This group will be called inherent predicates.

The verb is the typical member of this group, but it includes also
certain nominal forms. These elements share similar syntactical and
morphological traits. Morphologically, they have certain nominal
patterns, most notably participles and nomina agentis. Syntactically,
if the subject is third person singular, the predicate does not need any
inflection, since the pronominal kernel is inherent in it. This paper
would like to argue that another syntactic feature characteristic of
the group is negation with la. The basic pattern of this group is
therefore: predicate (+ optional nominal subject). Consider the follow-
ing examples:

1. saggi’in ’atrawwata b-malkuta d-Partaye d-qa†lin ’nasa nesayhon wa-
bnayhon wa-¨yarta la Ìayyabin (Bardesanes, 21, 8–10) Many are the
regions in the empire of the Parthians, where men kill their wives and
children and are not punished.8

2. w-men ’ayleyn d-hawyan lan kad la r¨eyanan metÌazya Òbuta d-’ap halleyn
d-’ar¨eynan b-heyn la hwa me††ol d-Òabeynan b-heyn hawyan lan ’ella
henneyn hawyan ’ayk ma d-hawyan wa-b-menheyn metra¨eyn Ìnan wa-b-
menheyn la (Bardesanes, 571, 22–6) From the things we possess, al-
though we did not want them, it seems that even those we do want, it
is not because we wanted them that they are ours, but they are such as
they are. With some we are satisfied and with some not.

In the first example the predicate is ‘bare’, since it refers to third
person plural. The pattern is, therefore: Predicate (+ Subject: enclitic
personal pronoun). In the second example, the Subject: enclitic per-
sonal pronoun is realized, since its referent is first person plural.9

However, when the predicate is another element, whose predica-
tiveness is less inherent, the basic pattern is predicate + obligatory
clitic pronominal subject. In this construction, the clitic pronoun is

7 This ‘non-marking’ is also viewed as zero-morpheme. See especially Golden-
berg (1983: 114). Both analyses agree that there are no formal external morpho-
logical marks on the form.

8 All translations are mine, unless otherwise indicated.
9 The possibility of writing the pronoun attached to the participle, or not, has

to do with orthographic conventions and is not relevant to the current discussion.
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obligatory, since without it there is no nexus. We can find in this cat-
egory lexical adverbs, deictic markers, pronominal phrases, nouns
and sentences. For example:

3. ¨apra’ntt (Gen. 3:19) You are dust.

4. d-ha dilak Ìnan (Aph., 185, 5) For we are yours.

3 Negation of the basic nominal clause

The affirmative sentence is ambiguous as to the category of the
predicate. Examples 2 and 4 seem to have the same surface structure.
We would like to show that the negation in Syriac marks these two
categories as distinct and makes the difference between them evident.

3.1 Joosten’s Analysis

According to Joosten (1992), la negates nominal sentences without
an obligatory enclitic personal pronoun (Joosten 1992: 587a–588a),
called here a sentence with inherent predicate. We can, therefore,
mark it with the formula In.Pred. → la In.Pred. In the following ex-
ample, la negates a verbal and a participial predicate, both inherent
predicates.10

5. w-la ¨al Ìamra nes¨e l-me¨bed… w-la naÌte mÒabbte ya’e leh l-meÌze w-
la rdide nelbas. (Aph., 273, 11–14) He [=a monk] will not dare to ap-
proach wine… and it is not right for him to examine embroidered
robes nor shall he wear shawls.

Joosten further claims that in third-fourth century Syriac la hwa,
with full perfect inflection of the verb hwa, negates nominal sen-
tences with an obligatory enclitic personal pronoun (Joosten 1992:
586b–587a), called here sentences with non-inherent predicates. In
this case, the inflection on the predicate11 is dropped. We can mark it
by the formula non-In.Pred. → la hwa non-In.Pred. In the following
example the predicate negated by la hwa is a genitive construction.12

6. ’ap ’Ìranyata Òebwata ’it l-hon d-la hwa ’ayk sarka da-bnay ’nasa
metdabbrin b-hen, kad beh b-yawma hana ’ap yaldin ’ap metyaldin w-
metkarhin w-maytin. halleyn ger la hway d-sul†aneh d-barnasa. (Barde-

10 See also: Bardesanes 552, 12–27; 555, 10–12; Aph. 608, 20–2; 609, 9–16;
Eph.-Gen. 31, 13–15, and many more.

11 Namely, the subject: enclitic personal pronoun in our terminology.
12 See also: Bardesanes 571, 18–19; 584, 9–15; Lib. Grad. 444, 10–11; Aph.

372, 6–7; 601, 19–21, and many more.
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sanes, 607, 4–9) They also have other matters [on which] they behave
unlike other people. However, on this day they bear children and are
being born, becoming sick and dying, since these things are out of hu-
man reach.

According to Joosten, in fourth-century Syriac and beyond, hwa
lost its inflection and became clitic.13 The inflection in this construc-
tion is again enclitic on the predicate (Joosten 1992: 588). We can
mark it by the formula non-In.Pred. → la hwa non-In.Pred.14 This
construction will be analysed further in Section 3.3.

3.2 A new analysis suggested

On the basis of the analysis of predicative categories suggested in
Section 2, we can now rephrase Joosten's analysis. For convenience
of reading, the results of the following discussion are summarized in
Table 1.

The basic observation that can be drawn from Joosten’s data and
analysis is that all inherent predicates, nominal and verbal, are ne-
gated by la, while non-inherent predicates are negated by la hwa.
This seems to be another possible formal distinction between inher-
ent and non-inherent predicates.

An additional important syntactic feature, which is relevant to this
distinction, is the relative independence of the negation particle: la
with inherent predicates does not necessarily directly precede the
predicate it negates.15 Various elements can stand between the nega-

Non-Inherent Predicates Inherent Predicates

Predicate Negation la hwit sraga semsa la ’emret hade
la hade ’emret

Cleft Negation la hwa sraga hy semsa la hwa hade ’emret
law hade ’emret

Table 1: Negation of the Nominal Clause

13 This is shown in vocalized texts with linea occultans above or under the h.
14 Joosten marks this construction la hwa -X-EPP (=enclitic personal pronoun).

Marking the predicate X may be misleading, since not all predicates are possible
members of the paradigm marked by X, i.e. predicates which can be negated by la
hwa.

15 Most grammars state that the negation is directly attached to the negated ele-
ment, and only rarely can it be separated from the predicate by ‘short words’. See
Duval (1881: §380a), Nöldeke (1904: §328) and Costaz (1955: §752). Examples
of den and ger separating between the negation and the predicate are abundant.
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tion and the predicate, which means it is not proclitic in these
cases.16

7. d-la den ’nas neganne w-neÒÒaÌe l-man d-sane la hwat dallila (Baede-
sanes 556, 1–2) It is not easy for a man not to criticize and revile the
one he hates.

8. w-la ’aklat basra ’aklan ¨amira w-la ’aklat ¨amira ’aklan basra. (Barde-
sanes 560, 9–10) …and the carnivores do not eat grass and the herbiv-
ores do not eat flesh.

A possible explanation of this phenomenon is the attraction of the
negative morpheme to certain words which tend to stand at the be-
ginning of the sentence, like ’ap or repetitive structures such as la …
la … (Goldenberg 1971: 48 n. 27; 49).17 Note, however, that la hwa
with non-inherent predicates is always positioned directly before the
predicate and cannot be separated from it.

9. sma †aßa la hwa d-Èullnas (Eph. A. Qiddunaya, 5,2) Not everyone has
a good reputation.

But even after rephrasing Joosten’s conclusions, it seems that two
important questions are left unanswered, namely why there is inflec-
tion on the negation morpheme and why it is verbal, and not pro-
nominal. These questions can be answered in the frame of the syntax
of the nominal sentence, as was described by Goldenberg (1983).

Goldenberg described the kernel of the nominal sentence as Predi-
cate + Subject: enclitic personal pronoun, while the rest are expansions,
which may appear before or after the kernel.18 If the predicate is
longer than one element, the enclitic personal pronoun will be clitic
on the first element of the predicate.19 We would like to suggest that
the negation is in fact the first element of the predicate. If this is
true, we should expect an enclitic personal pronoun to be attached to
it, in accordance with Goldenberg's analysis. However, la is itself

16 Note also Example 5, where the complement stands between the negation
morpheme and the predicate. See also Bardesanes 556, 8–9; 580, 3–10; 607, 10–
15 and many more.

17 Gesenius (1911: 481, §52n) also comments that in Biblical Hebrew ’en is so
integrated in the verbal system that it can stand apart from the element it negates,
e.g. maqom ’aser ’en sam maÌsor (Judg. 18:10) a place where there is no want. For
Gesenius, this is a sign of verbalization.

18 Examples: the basic pattern (Pattern A) ’alahe ’ntton you are gods; Expansions
(Pattern B) ’ap ’ena nbiya ’na ’akwatak I am also a prophet like yourself; (Pattern C)
hada hy Na¨mi this is Naomi.

19 For example in the following sentence ’umana ’ntt †aba you are a good crafts-
man (Goldenberg 1998: 176), the enclitic personal pronoun ’ntt is placed on the
noun ’umana, though evidently the predicate is ’umana †aba.
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clitic,20 thus it cannot carry clitics on it. The only way to mark it
with clitic inflection is by an ‘independent’ inflection, so to speak.
Hwa is perfect for this use, since it has inflection and it is semanti-
cally void. Note Table 2 for comparison of the affirmative nominal
clause and the negative one.

S P s …P

Affirmative (d-)Yesu¨ maran ’alaha hu bar ’alaha
Negative sma †aba la hwa d-kullnas

Table 2: Comparison of affirmative and negative nominal sentences21

20 As in the combinations ’apla (← ’ap la∞); ’ella (← ’en la∞).
21 P = predicate; S = subject; s = pronominal subject; …P = continued predi-

cate. The examples are taken from Aph., 788, 4–5 and Eph.-A. Qiddunaya, 5, 2
respectively.

22 Duval (1881: 319): ‘Après la, il n’est pas rare qu’il ait le sens d’un présent’;
Nöldeke (1904: 238): ‘…la hwa with the meaning “not”, having nothing of the
force of a verb’; Muraoka (1997: 73): ‘la hwa may be used even without referring
to the past’.

23 He showed that every negated expression expresses two allegedly contradict-
ing ideas: the first is the nonexistence of element A, and the second is emphasis on
the very existence of element A (Seiler 1952: 80).

24 Thus it may transform into a conjunction, such as ’apla and ’ella, combined
with other elements which tend to stand syntactically at the beginning of the sen-
tence.

Many scholars have deliberated about the use of hwa and why it
expresses present tense with the negation, and past in other in-
stances,22 as in the perfect inflection of the copula ’it or on the predi-
cative participle. But it makes perfect sense if we remember that it is
not a verb here, but rather an inflection substitute. Indeed, hwa in
this position is detached from the tense system and functions solely
as a carrier of inflection. The means of marking the predicate here is
admittedly not the same as in the affirmative sentence, but the result
is the same.

The idea that negation, or the focus thereof, can be the predicate
of a sentence should not surprise us. Seiler (1952) already empha-
sized the twofold nature of negation: it not only negates but also
emphasizes.23

In many languages, Syriac among them, the negation morpheme
tends to be positioned at the beginning of the sentence, even if the
element it negates does not stand there regularly, almost as an extra-
position.24
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Examples of negation with the verb of being occur sporadically
also in Biblical Hebrew.

10. way-yo’mru ’elaw lo’ ’adoni wa-¨abadeka ba’u lisbar ’okel; Kullanu b¢ney ’is
’eÌad naÌnu kenim ’anaÌnu, lo hayu ¨abdeyka m¢ragg¢lim. (Gen. 42:10–
11) And they said to him: No, my lord, your servants came to buy
food. We are all one man’s sons; we are honest man. Your servants are
no spies.

Here too there is absolutely no function to the verb, other than
carrying the inflection. Notice also Classical Arabic laysa, which ex-
hibits a full perfect inflection, without having any of its meanings or
uses. Wright (1896: II §159) compares it to the indefinite imperfect,
used to express a premise that is true without relation to time, like a
proverb.25 English don’t went through a similar process as well, and
here too we find the inflection and the negation combined to-
gether.26

3.3 Uninflected la hwa

Later on, but still rather early in Syriac, we find another negation
morpheme, an uninflected la hwa, undoubtedly historically con-
nected to la hwa. We may postulate a diachronic process through
which hwa eroded phonetically, hence the silent h, and the stress
shifted, resulting in both elements becoming a cohesive form. Fur-
thermore, the enclitic personal pronoun is placed now on the nomi-
nal predicate, not on the negation.27

11. ‘hana lam zabna’ (Gen. 2:23), hanaw den hade d-’etat batar Ìayawte la
hwa ’aykwathen hy. (Eph.-Gen., 32, 20–1) ‘This time’ [meaning] the
one that came after the animals — it was not like them that she was.

12. mana sim b-re¨yanak: d-la hwa Ìad hu ’alaha d-kull ’aw d-Ìad hu w-la
Òabe d-ki’na’it wa-triÒa’it netdabbrun bnay ’nasa. (Bardesanes, 539, 2–4)
What do you think: that the god of everything is not one, or that he is
one but does not wish that men will behave justly and honestly?

25 Note also that in Middle Arabic laysa is a frozen form and does not inflect in
verbal sentences. It does, however, usually inflect in nominal sentences (Blau 1980:
143 §206).

26 In English the negation and inflection are synchronically inseparable.
Jespersen (1954: vol. V, 426) explains it as a phonetic weakening of the negation
morpheme not which is realized phonetically as n’t and becomes clitic on the ele-
ment before it. Seiler (1952: 84) ascribed don’t the same category as languages with
inflected negation, as Vedic, Finnish and Egyptian, since he assumes that negations
historically tend to develop in that direction.

27 See also Bardesanes 571, 18–19; 584, 9–15; Lib. Grad. 444, 10–11; Aph.
372, 6–7; 601, 19–21 and many more.
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Joosten explains the existence of this form as a later development
of the inflected negation, with the same function: negation of what
we called non-inherent predicates. He claims that on the basis of this
diachronic change one can date texts: those with inflected negation
are early fourth-century, and those with non-inflected negation are
fifth-sixth century. However, many of the texts he uses contain both
constructions, a phenomenon he explains as characteristic of transi-
tion from one pattern to another (Joosten 1992: 588a). We would
like to suggest that this analysis is inaccurate and to offer an alterna-
tive one.

First a few remarks on the syntax of la hwa are in order. Once the
inflection on the negation becomes dysfunctional, a clitic pronomi-
nal inflection is positioned again on the predicate. Joosten marks it
with the scheme la hwa-X-EPP (Joosten 1992: 588a), but gram-
matically there is a fundamental difference between these two con-
structions: The gender-person-number inflection in Syriac is always
clitic on the predicate, thus in la hwa -X-EPP the negation is evi-
dently not a part of the nexal kernel, but stands before it. Moreover,
the uninflected negation is found in the same texts as the inflected
negation, which means that both constructions are extant
synchronically. Since we know that the inflected negation negates
the non-inherent predicate, perhaps the uninflected negation has a
different function.

Goldenberg (1995: 32) suggested that the uninflected negation
forms a negative cleft in Syriac, since la hwa was originally a predica-
tive kernel. But, it is impossible to prove this claim by examining the
construction itself and finding minimal pairs, since there are no posi-
tive clefts with non-inherent predicates in Syriac. Therefore, Golden-
berg's proposal has been rejected by scholars, such as Muraoka
(1995).28 Nevertheless, this can be proven, if we examine nominal
sentences with inherent predicates, a category which Joosten did not
take into account.

28 Wertheimer (2001: 229) described the construction with an uninflected la
hwa as well. However, she does not differentiate between the frozen form hwa and
the fully inflected hwa, so that the relation between the inflected negation and the
frozen one is lost in her analysis. She calls the uninflected form ‘a finite verb’,
though her examples clearly show that hwa does not inflect, therefore cannot be ‘fi-
nite’. Thus she claims to document a ‘second kind’ of cleft, namely l’ hw’ ’n’ hw
’mrt, a sentence with an inherent predicate, but the actual textual examples she
quotes are of non-inherent predicates (p. 230). A sentence like Wertheimer’s exam-
ple contains not two potential predicates, but three (l’ hw’, ’n’ and ’mrt), which is
quite unlikely.
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3.3.1 Cleft sentences in Syriac
We must digress in order to describe briefly the positive cleft in
Syriac.29 A cleft is a grammatical operation which may potentially be
applied to any part of the sentence in order to mark it formally as the
(logical) predicate, called vedette. This operation turns a verbal sen-
tence into a nominal, or copular, sentence, by forming two nominal
components with a nexal relation between them. In many languages
it is the verbal predicate that is being marked as nominal, called glose,
by subordinating it to the new predicate30 (Eng. It is his callousness
that I shall ignore, Fr. c’est moi qui suis Guillot).

In Syriac, however, it is the vedette which is marked, and the ‘origi-
nal’ predicate becomes nominal by default. The cleft is formed by at-
taching a frozen, uninflected, clitic pronoun, hu, with silent h, on
any element of the sentence and thereby making it the logical predi-
cate, or vedette. The order of the elements in the sentence remains
unchanged.31

13. d-ba-¨bade hu metbanya. (Eph.-Dia, 34, 6) (that) it is through deeds
that it [=a place in Heaven] is acquired.

Goldenberg (1977) calls the Syriac cleft, and sentences with simi-
lar syntactic pattern, ‘imperfectly-transformed cleft sentence’. These
constructions are unique in that they contain a nuclear nominal sen-
tence, predicate-subject: pronoun, while the rest of the sentence is
nominal, but is not marked as such.

3.4 Negation of cleft sentences in Syriac

3.4.1 Inherent predicates
Contrary to Joosten’s presentation, uninflected la hwa is found in
sentences with inherent predicates, and not only in sentences with

29 The cleft sentence in Syriac was described at length in Goldenberg (1971:
50ff.; 1977; 1990: 340–1), where an abundance of examples may be found.

30 For example, see Shisha-Halevy’s (1998: 233) definition of cleft: ‘A complex,
sharply dichotomous clause-pattern serving to focus any element other than the fi-
nite verb (verbal nexus), by marking the latter as substantival and by this token as
thematic or topical’.

31 Rainey (1976) argues that in Akkadian proclitic ma functions in much the
same way. Note for example su-ma iliksu illak It is he who will fulfill the ilku (p.
52). Ma is positioned on an element in the sentence and by that marks it as the
logical predicate in verbal clauses. The word order is unaffected. See Cohen (2000:
214–17) for a thorough syntactic and diachronic discussion. However, ma is a
substantivizer, much like Akk. sa which indeed occasionally alternates with it, not a
personal pronoun like Syriac. A substantivizer is exactly the element expected to
introduce a subject sentence in a cleft.
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non-inherent predicates. That is, even if it is a later development of
the inflected la hwa, it evidently has a different syntax, at least in the
first period of its appearance. Consider, for example, the following:

14. ¨Awida ’mar: d-la hwa men kyana maskel barnasa ’et†piset men halleyn d-
Ìawwit kad d-la hwa sawwya’it metdabbrin kullhon bnay ’nasa. ’en den
’ap hade teskaÌ la-mÌawwayu d-la hwa men Ìelqa w-pusqana masklin
’aylen d-masklin hayden hu wale lamhaymanu d-’aÌid hu barnasa Ìi’ruta
d-napseh. (Bardesanes 579, 18–25) Awida said: I am convinced from
what you have said that it is not on account of his nature that man
does not err, because it is not equally that men behave. But if you can
prove that those who err, do so not on account of fate and decree, then
it is fitting to believe that man has free choice.

15. w-la hwa mayotta tub ’iteh. (Aph. 293, 11) It is not mortal that it [=the
soul after baptism] is again.

In the selected corpus, la hwa, in sentences with inherent predi-
cates, never negates the predicate. This may be expected, since we
have seen that la negates the predicate. Therefore, Joosten’s la hwa-X-
enclitic personal pronoun may perhaps be a somewhat misleading for-
mula, since the negated element is not the predicate.

We have seen that la takes the inflected hwa instead of a clitic, fully
inflected pronoun, and here too it takes the frozen hwa, instead of a
frozen pronoun hw. We may, therefore, rightly call hwa the negative
counterpart, syntactically speaking, of the clitic hw. Thus, bearing in
mind that la hwa was originally a predicative expression by
itself, we find that we have two possible predications in the same sen-
tence. The focus of the negation becomes the logical predicate
(vedette) and thereby denies the inherent predicate its predicativeness.

3.4.2 Non-inherent predicates

It seems that the same construction with non-inherent predicates is a
cleft negation as well. Examples with non-inherent predicates are
naturally not as common as the ones with inherent predicates. How-
ever, consider the following examples:32

16. sma¨ mekkel w-’estakel d-la hwa sawwya’it hu meddem d-pasqin kawkbe
b-Ìelqhon w-ba-mnawathon. (Bardesanes, 583, 1–4) Therefore, listen
and understand that it is not in an equal manner (lit. equally) that the
stars determine [men's] fate and lot.

17. ’en den Ìlap Ìad d-sapeq hwa leh saggi’e yahb leh harka ’en huyu met¨a-
branuta la hwa men ’ulÒana hu ’ella men besyana. (Eph.-Gen., 30, 10–
13) But if instead of one [tree] which could have satisfied [Adam],

32 See also Eph.-Gen. 30, 10–13; 32, 20–1; Bardesanes 539, 2–4; 583, 1–4.
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[God] gave him many, then if it is an offence, it is not out of coercion
that it is, but out of disrespect.

If we compare Example 16 with Example 14, we can see that in
both examples the adverb sawwya’it is negated, but in the former it is
the predicate of the positive sentence, while in the latter it is not.
Thus, it is relatively easy to conclude that Example 14 is a negative
cleft,33 whereas Example 16 is not, since in it, the grammatical predi-
cate is negated.

One should however remember Goldenberg’s division of the verb
into three components (Goldenberg 1998), which means that opera-
tions done on a predicative complex, are done only on a certain com-
ponent of it. In both examples, it is clear that the writer wishes to
negate the lexical content. It is most evident in Example 17 where
the prepositional clause is negated and replaced by another clause, by
using ella.34

Another negative morpheme occupying the same syntactic slot is
law. Historically, law was assumed by scholars to be a contraction of
la and hu, the same hu which marks the logical predicate in affirmative
cleft sentences (Nöldeke 2001: §328B).35 Syntactically and histori-
cally law is the exact negative parallel of hu. Consider the following:

18. yida¨ NuÌ kull da-¨bad leh breh z¨ura. yidi¨a lam d-law Îim ’itawhy hwa.
Îim ger meÒ¨aya hwa w-la z¨ura hwa. (Eph.-Gen., 64, 15–17) Noah
knew everything that his youngest son did to him. It is clear that it was
not Ham, since Ham is the middle [son], not the youngest.

19. law lam ’ena ’etqarbet lwat ’ilana ’ap ’idy ’emret lmawsa†u Òed pere.
(Eph.-Gen., 42, 7–8) It is not I who approached the tree, nor did I tell
my hand to reach out for the fruit.

Note that affirmative sentences with inherent predicates can un-
dergo transformation to cleft, but affirmative sentences with non-in-

33 Since the adverb is negated and thus is made the vedette, not the grammatical
predicate metdabbrin.

34 This is similar to the example in footnote 19. Here we have prepositional
clauses being negated, rather than inflected verbs, but grammatically it works in the
same way, with the same results.

35 Muraoka (1995: 45) derives law from the inflected la hwa, and claims that
the motivation for using law was to avoid vagueness as to the grammatical tense of
the sentence, since la hwa can be understood as a negation of the perfect of hwa.
Much like Joosten (1992), Muraoka assumes a diachronic development whereby
law replaced la hwa, but he assumes it happened to avoid ambiguity. Such a deriva-
tion is very unlikely, if we consider the syntax of the inflected la hwa. Law appears
also in sentences with an inherent predicate, while la hwa appears only with non-
inherent predicates. Law does not negate the predicate, but rather the vedette, while
la hwa negates the predicate and never the vedette.
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herent predicates cannot. The reason may be that in order to moti-
vate such a transformation, one needs an existing nexus to transform.
An inherent predicate has its nexal kernel in it; thus any other ele-
ment in the sentence can become the logical predicate by an external
special marking. A non-inherent predicate has its kernel outside of it.
It therefore needs exactly that special external marking to mark it as a
‘regular’ predicate to begin with.36

3.5 Summary

We see, then, that each negation morpheme in Syriac has its own
unique function in the system:

1. Predicates: inherent predicates are negated by la; non-inherent,
by fully inflected la hwa. The choice of negation morpheme is
according to the syntactical features of the form, not its gram-
matical category.

2. Cleft: la hwa and law negate the logical predicate in negative
cleft sentences with any predicate.

3. The syntax of the negative morphemes suggests that we cannot
analyse the sentence structure of Syriac as being either verbal or
non-verbal. Syntactically, the division between ‘noun’ and
‘verb’ is perhaps not meaningful in Syriac. Synchronically, we
may say that elements in the language can be either predicates
in their own right or not.

The difference between types of predicates is quite often indistinct
in the affirmative sentence, for example: metra¨in Ìnan (Bardesanes,
571, 20) We want, and dilak Ìnan (Aph., 108, 5) We are yours. The
negative construction is unambiguous in terms of the category of the
predicate.37

36 Wertheimer (2002: 10) artificially forms such a cleft: *d-’abraham hu ¨qara
hu. She refers to it as an ‘awkward, repetitious structure’ (ibid.) as opposed to the
original sentence: d-’abraham hu ’itawhy ¨qara. In fact, the asterisked sentence is
quite doubtful. The original sentence is a cleft with an inherent predicate (the sta-
tus of ’it will be dealt with later on); the rephrasing of it, which aspires to be an
affirmative cleft with a non-inherent predicate, is not grammatical in Syriac, for the
reasons outlined above.

37 The orthography of la hwa and la hwa can be ambiguous in unvocalized
texts. However, they can be discerned, when their subject is other than 3rd person
masculine singular. In that case, la hwa will show inflection while la hwa will not.
In the case of 3rd person masculine singular subject, the syntactical context may
help: if the sentence contains an inherent predicate, we may safely assume the ele-
ment is la hwa, and this is a cleft. If the sentence contains a non-inherent predicate,
then it is either la hwa negating the predicate, or la hwa negating a cleft, where
there is an enclitic personal pronoun on the grammatical predicate.
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4 ’it

’it,38 originally an existential marker, has gone through some devel-
opments which altered its syntactic features. In Syriac we find two
main functions for ’it: copular ’it which inflects by means of clitic
possessive pronouns or independent personal pronouns, and existen-
tial ’it which may inflect or not. A secondary function of the existen-
tial function is its use as a marker of possession, mostly with the
preposition l — but also with others. Only the copula and the exis-
tential will be dealt with here.

4.1 ’it as a copula

When ’it functions as a copula, it is almost always inflected fully ac-
cording to gender, number and person, in agreement with the sub-
ject of the sentence (Nöldeke 2001: 242–3; Costaz 1955: 128, 183).

20. la tesbar da-Òlota melle balÌod ’iteh. (John Ap., 89, 3) Do not think that
prayer is merely words.

As a copula, ’it is a marker of predication: it contains two of the
three components of a minimal nexal construction: the pronominal
component, namely, its pronominal inflection, and the expression of
nexal connection. The lexeme component is, however, outside of it,
as a separate entity.

Existential ’it was originally a nominal form, with nominal suf-
fixes, nominal derivations and so forth. In an unattested past, this
form wandered, so to speak, to the realm of the participles, that is to
say, it acquired certain features which altered its original syntactical
function. This happened most probably because of its inflection. We
may assume that at a certain point in time, the inflected ’it required a
complement, and thus ’itay no longer meant I exist, but I exist as X,
and as a result, later meant I am X.

What exactly motivated this change is disputed. Some scholars,
like Muraoka39 and Joosten,40 have pointed to the influence of Greek

38 A similar form is attested in many Semitic languages, but a reconstruction of
a proto-form on the basis of all the existing forms is highly problematic. See Barth
(1914), Blau (1998) and Testen (2000).

39 Muraoka (1985: 77): ‘There is good reason to believe that this unique devel-
opment in Syriac may have been reinforced by the Greek language and its litera-
ture…’.

40 Joosten (1996: 107): ‘…it is likely that the copulaic use of it is not an or-
ganic development of the Syriac language, but the result of Greek influence. It
seems that it+suffix, which recommended itself both because of its original function
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on Syriac, through translated texts. According to these scholars, ’it
was fashioned on the model of Greek both syntactically, since êstí
has an existential function, and phonetically, as both elements alleg-
edly sound the same.

We disagree with this analysis. The copula ’itay is extant very early
on in Syriac, even among writers who have no knowledge of Greek,
the most notable of whom is Ephrem. Moreover, even examining
comparative Semitic syntax, there is absolutely no reason for surprise
at such a development in Syriac. The shift from existential function
to copular is widely known in Semitic languages. In Biblical Hebrew,
yes rarely functions as a copula, and ceases to exist as such in later
phases of the language. Its negation, ’en, on the other hand, is a full
copula, almost always with participle complement.41

In Mandaic and Babylonian Aramaic we find a compound form
with the spatial adverbial ka: ’ika and layka, as existential and
copula.42 Both are also found, though rarely, without ka. Obviously
then, the predicative force lies with ’it, since it is found also without
ka. The use of the existential morpheme as a copula is therefore not
foreign to the Eastern dialects. In the Western dialects, the phenom-
enon is fairly common.43 Outside Northwest Semitic, there are other
examples of existentials with the function of copula. The Classical
Arabic defective existential verb laysa is also the negative copula
(Fischer 2001: §323).44

The use of the existential as a copula is indeed attested in some
Semitic languages, though not all of them use both the positive form
and the negative as a copula. We have seen that biblical Hebrew uses
mostly the negative as a copula. In Biblical Aramaic and Onqelos
both forms can be used as a copula. The differences in the use of the

(the expression of existence) and because it sounded somewhat like êsti, was used
initially in imitation of the Greek copula’.

41 w¢-’im ’enka m¢salleaÌ lo nered. (Gen. 43: 5) But if you will not send him, we
will not go down. See Deut. 1:42; 13:4; Jer. 11:14; Judg. 12:3 and many more.
Muraoka (1985: 111) assumes the asymmetry between yes and ’en to have arisen
from the use of ’en as a negative particle in nominal sentences. This explanation
seems to take the result to be the cause. It is more reasonable to assume that ’en
inflects more regularly than yes and therefore developed into a copula. The reason
why such a development occurred only with ’en is, again, unclear.

42 The use of spatial adverbs with existentials is also known from Sephardic
Hebrew, e.g. ’yn sm ’lwh ’ll’ kwkb zh. See Rabin (2000: 109–10). Indo-European
languages often use adverbs to express the existential, note Fr. il y a…, Eng. there is….

43 See Bauer and Leander (1927: 331) for Biblical Aramaic, and Dalman
(1905:108) for Onqelos. Both dialect groups use other forms as copula, as well.

44 The possible link between the Arabic form and the Aramaic one is contested.
See mainly the discussions in Barth (1914), Blau (1998).
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existential as a copula should not distract us; what is important is the
actual function of an existential element as a copula.

In Syriac, as we have seen, the system of predication has substan-
tially changed. Thus every element which was marked analytically
with gender-person-number inflection was prone to be understood
as an inherent predicate. As a copula, ’it is a borderline inherent
predicate: On the one hand, it uses full inflection, even with third
masc. sg. subjects, but on the other, it shares common features with
the inherent predicates, as the following pages aim at showing.

4.2 Negation of ’it

Old Paradigm New Paradigm

Negative Positive Negative Positive

Copula la ’itawhy ’itawhy la ’itawhy ’itawhy

laytawhy

Personal layt la ’itawhy ’itawhy

Existential la ’it ’it
Impersonal laytawhy ’itawhy layt ’it
Existential la ’itawhy la ’it

Table 3: Summary of the negation of ’it

Synchronically, there are two negations for ’it: layt and la ’it. Histori-
cally layt is a contraction of la and ’it. Most scholars make two as-
sumptions: first — that these morphemes are allomorphs in free
variation, and second — that layt and la ’it exhibit the same syntacti-
cal behaviour as ’it. In other words, anything we say about ’it can be
said about layt and la ’it, and anything we say about layt can be said
about la ’it. As Nöldeke summarized: ‘’it and its negative la ’it or layt
are, in their syntax, essentially alike’ (Nöldeke 2001: §301).

4.2.1 Negation of the copula

The above statement cannot however be true, since layt, the histori-
cal negation of the copula ’it, does not inflect. This means that layt
cannot function as the negation of the copula.45 Indeed, layt is not

45 However, layt does inflect when it is the negation of the existential ’it (see
next section and table 3 for details). Moreover, the absence of an inflected negative
copula is yet another argument against the assignment of this development to the
influence of Greek. Joosten (1996: 107, n. 15) claims that Christian Palestinian
Aramaic (CPA) also uses the existential as a copula, unlike Jewish Palestinian Ara-
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found as the negative copula in the selected corpus. This fact has
passed so far without notice. Even Nöldeke cites only examples of la
’it as a negative copula, without noting the difference in distribu-
tion. We cannot explain why only one element was able to inflect
and to become copula and the other did not. As was mentioned be-
fore, in Biblical Hebrew only the negative counterpart functions as a
copula, while in Christian Palestinian Aramaic both forms function
as one.

Layt, therefore, was restricted to negative existential expressions.
As a negation of the copula we find another morpheme, la. Consider
the following:46

21. w-la ’itawhy meddem pris men meddem. (Bardesanes, 547, 9–10) One
thing is not separated from another.

22. w-la ’itayn ’ayk d-malpinan d-ne¨bed ’ennon yad¨inan. (Lib. Grad. 817,
14–16) We are not as we teach, nor do we know to do those things.

La ’it is presumably the original form of layt, before its total con-
traction. The reappearing of la as a negation of the copula ’it arises
undoubtedly from the ‘semi-verbal' function of ’it, which assumes
the negation of the inherent predicates.47

4.2.2 Negation of the existential

So now we find the basic system to be ’itawhy - la ’itawhy for copula
and ’it - layt for existential sentences. For example:48

23. layt ger men yaldawhy d-’Adam d-la Ìaye qadmay w-ken mezdaddaq…
(Lib. Grad. 5, 125, 4–7) There is no one of the offspring of Adam who
is not a sinner firstly and then is cleansed…

24. kullhon ger bnaynasa briteh ’ennon d-alaha w-layt qdamawhy ¨abda w-
bar Ìe’re w-·attira w-meskena ’ella kul d-leh palÌin qdamawhy sawen
’ennon. (Aph., 648, 17–20) All men are the creation of God, and there

maic, but much like Syriac. Since the copula in CPA inflects with separate personal
pronouns, it cannot be a borrowing from Syriac, but rather a direct borrowing from
Greek. However, CPA makes use of both the negative and the positive existentials as
a copula, unlike Syriac. It seems that CPA may have undergone an independent
process, much like other Semitic languages of the region. Note also that the syntax
of copulative sentences in CPA diverges significantly from that of Syriac (exx.
Schulthess 1924: 1202, 1274).

46 See also Lib. Grad. 45, 9–12; 196, 26–197, 2; 541, 2–4, and many more.
47 Note also that la is occasionally found separated from ’it. For example w-la

reÌa rgiga ’it leh (Aph. 307, 19)…and it doesn’t have pleasant smell. This may be
one of the traits of the inherent predicates, as was suggested above.

48 See also Aph. 264, 1–3; 660, 14–15; Bardesanes 552, 11–12; Lib. Grad.
125, 4–7 and many more.
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is no slave, [no] free man, rich and poor before him, but rather all who
worship him are equal before him.

There are also inflected existential forms. These forms are restricted
to express personal existence, i.e. when the subject is a personal pro-
noun or a definite noun: something like I do not exist as opposed to
there is no X. The inflected existential ’itawhy, perhaps by analogy with
the copula, also took la as its negation. See for example:49

25. ’it den ’Ìrane d-’amrin d-luqbalhen d-hallen ’aykanna d-hade ’umanuta
hy daggalta d-Kaldayye ’aw Ìelqa qnomeh la ’itawhy… (Bardesanes, 567,
7–10) But there are others who claim against these [things] that this
[=Astrology] is a fraudulent craft of the Chaldeans or that fate itself
does not exist.

26. ’en sabet ’itayn w-’ella Òabet la ’itayn. (Aph., 117, 20–1) If you will, we
exist and if you don't, we do not.

4.3 Summary

The system of negation of ’it has been ‘rejuvenated’, so to speak, as a
result of the changes in its syntax and pragmatics. The use of layt was
restricted by its lack of inflection and a new negation was created to
fill up the missing spot, by the regular pattern of negating a predi-
cate: by placing la before it. The function of layt as a copula, there-
fore, brought about the creation of a new paradigm.

There are several syntactic similarities between inherent predicates
and ’it vis-à-vis negation.

• Negation morpheme — The morpheme la negates both inher-
ent predicates and ’it.

• Relative independence of the negation morpheme — ’it permits
separation of the negation morpheme from itself, though more
rarely than inherent predicates.

’itawhy is syntactically ambivalent: it is negated like an inherent
predicate but it needs inflection for all persons like non-inherent
predicates.

5 Conclusions

Several points should be emphasized:

1. The expansion of inflection created new divisions in the lan-
guage: elements that have their nexal kernel inside their basic

49 See also Lib. Grad. 913, 20–916, 1; Aph. 369, 19–24; 648, 11–13; Simon
922, 20–2.
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form, that is, they contain a lexeme, pronoun and the relation
between them in one cohesive undivided form; and elements
that contain only the lexeme, and therefore need a special
marking of the pronoun and the nexal relation outside their
form. We may call them analytic and synthetic forms, or inher-
ent and non-inherent.

2. New paradigms arise in Syriac; we see that nominal forms are
shifting towards predicative forms. ’it develops a new function
as a copula, which is made possible as a result of its ability to
inflect. Later on, the form assumes semi-verbal features, such as
analytic inflection and negation.

3. The negation morpheme is a distinctive marker: Syriac exhibits
a clear system with specific functions for each morpheme. The
different negation morphemes mark the type of predicate much
more distinctly than the rather neutral positive sentence. The
system of negation morphemes in Syriac is rich and very organ-
ized. Each morpheme has its own unique syntax and they ap-
pear in complementary distribution.

The process of building new paradigms and restructuring gram-
matical categories, which were only briefly touched upon in this pa-
per, no doubt needs a more thorough investigation, both synchroni-
cally and diachronically. The situation in later phases of Syriac as
well as in the modern language, whether the attested Classical Syriac
is its ancestor or not, might prove illuminating in this respect.
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